up democratic values? At times, Koposov appears dismissive of free speech arguments, yet elsewhere he concludes that deniers need not necessarily be prosecuted. This reviewer found Koposov’s tacit support for state-enforced accounts of history (including resort to the criminal law) to pose certain risks for a self-governing democracy. Aside from the undeniable fact that deploying the coercive force of the state makes free speech martyrs of Holocaust deniers, the idea that law can forge true communities of shared values (such as tolerance, empathy, and humanity) is hugely debatable. Transferring this obligation to the state means that civic society need not assume any responsibility. That majorities in democratic states (and the democratically imperfect European Union) might regulate political viewpoints on the basis of the moral correctness of an opinion or the rigor of research appears to confer on elected governments an immense power to silence a range of opinion. Holocaust denial laws and hate speech laws play fast and loose with the democratic imperative of citizens to author the laws by which they live together. Notwithstanding the author’s unwillingness to consider more fully the case against memory laws in democratic states, readers will come away from the book with a much richer understanding of developments in Eastern Europe. Koposov has given scholars in the West some fascinating, and no doubt memorable, insights into aspects of state repression of expression.

Ian Cram
School of Law, Leeds University
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Jennifer Pitts’s brilliant *Boundaries of the International: Law and Empire* is a history of the imperial origins of international law. Arguing against what she calls the “conventional narrative” of the emergence of international law, Pitts makes clear that international law did not arise primarily from the efforts of free and equal European states to organize intra-European relationships. Instead, Pitts demonstrates that it emerged from European imperial encounters with the non-European world, encounters to which she argues European legal
authorities consistently responded by marking the “boundaries of the international.” Throughout the history of international law, that is, attempts to define an international law binding on all were repeatedly linked with efforts to exclude non-European nations from the international order. From this common feature of European legal thinking others flowed. The first was a tendency to justify imperial conquest and unequal terms of engagement with reference to values which, although portrayed as universal, were the result of rather narrow thinking, not to mention narrow interests. The second was a tendency to occlude the fact of empire with assertions that the state was the fundamental component of international order.

At the core of much of Pitts’s inquiry is the question of how discourses as lyrically universalizing as those on which the law of nations, and later international law, were founded could be sources of the abiding parochialism, localism, and chauvinism that Pitts demonstrates thoroughly structured much late seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century European legal theory. It is in both emphasizing and answering this question that Pitts makes some of her most trenchant contributions to what Lauren Benton has called “the imperial turn in the history of international law.”

The reasons that international legal thinking could often be so universal in pretension, but so parochial in its concerns, varied over time. For example, Pitts demonstrates that the exclusionary gesture characteristic of European international legal thinking went largely unexamined by most seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Europeans because it was often unreflectively submerged within visions of international order—such as those of Grotius and Vattel—that went to great efforts to deny that international law applied to and emanated from a subset of humanity. International law, in this work, was not primarily grounded in the beliefs and practices of Christendom, but instead in natural law itself. However, despite the universalistic claims in which these arguments were couched, Pitts demonstrates that they were often grounded in a parochial and uninterrogated belief that, at that historical moment, the only practices consistent with natural law were those of European nations. Thus standards of international conduct that seventeenth and eighteenth century figures claimed reflected universal judgment were in fact often reflections of the beliefs of a small subset of thinkers from a small subset of the world’s nations—beliefs that were in turn justified with reference to a small subset of international practices that in no way included all those in which European empires were engaged during the period.

Although the tenor of this particularism changed as the eighteenth century gave way to the nineteenth, its profound effect on conceptions of international law continued unabated. Thus, Pitts teaches us that, even as international lawyers of the nineteenth century began to explicitly argue that international law emanated from the practice of Europeans, not some hypostasized universal natural law, they continued to hold fast to the belief that their particular
practices should be binding on all because they represented the highest rung on a ladder of a civilizational progression to which all should aspire. Therefore, even though figures such as Henry Maine and William Edward Hall argued that international law represented values that not all people were yet able to understand or conform their behavior to, they believed that these values were standards against which all peoples could be judged. As a result, in the minds of many of the men who led the effort to codify international law in the nineteenth century, those who resisted hostile actions that Europeans claimed were justified by international law were not only “enemies,” they were also “outlaws” against whom inequitable terms of agreement could be imposed, and against whom violence could be used justifiably.

Through careful reference to a wide variety of case studies, of which those referenced here are just a sample, Pitts makes clear to both contemporary historians and international lawyers that the history of international law is in large measure the history of the means by which “substantive inequalities” have become “inscribed in formally legal principles” (191). In doing so, Pitts not only makes a vital contribution to political theory, international law, and intellectual history. She also offers critical tools that those working to oppose inequality in the contemporary international order can use in their efforts to make certain that the future of international law is not, like its past, a story of “universalism and hierarchy intertwined” (191).

Alexander Arnold
New York University School of Law
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Kimberly Welch’s *Black Litigants in the Antebellum American South* is a careful examination of the ways in which people of color in the Natchez district of Louisiana and Mississippi “participated in and shaped legal processes in their communities” (8). Welch’s study of the lower courts of several parishes and counties along the Mississippi River between 1800 and 1860 is one “of claims-making and the language used to that end: the language of property”